
BOOK Apology (in lieu 

of a foreword) 

When people discover that I am not smoke and that I drink 

very rarely they always want to know what if any of my 
? 

vices or addictions are. And invariably I give for their 

query an evasive answer. But now that I am writing this 

"history" attempts at concealment would no longer serve any 

useful purpose. The sad truth is that I am addicted to the 

truth. 

Since my memory goes back to when I just completed my second 

year, a short while before my brother was born, I have no 
? 

difficulty in discovering the roots of this 

addiction in the many tales short and long which my mother 

used to tell me at that 

that this clear memor~y is of any help as far as improving my 

disposition iN is concerned. 

It is impossible truthfully to record the early story of the 

A bomb without h~~ting 

the feelings of some of tHose who were involved . I am sorry 

about this. If it were not for my addiction I could temper 
? 

the truth with kindness at leaste more so than is possible 

for me to do in the circumstances. 



I do not wish to say of course that other accounts of the 

"early history", those written in the past or those which 

may be written in the future are leas truthful because they 

are different from mine. 
? 

In 1943 Dr Bethe from Cornell 

visited in Chicago and we discussed the work conducted there 

under the Manhattan District in which I was involved. The 

things that were done and even more the things that were left 

undone disturbed me very much particularly because I thought 

(quite wrongly as we now know) that the Germans were ahead 

of us. "Bethe" I said "I am going to write down all that 

is going on these days in this project. I am just going to 

write down the facts--not for m~x any one to read--just for 

God. "Don't you think God knows the facts" Bethe asked. 

"Maybe he does I said--but not this version of the facts--

? 
Introductory Insert 

The outstanding ability seems to be heredit~ay in the family 

of Mme Curie. The ability for high class research in the 

field of science and, as a young girl, the ability to pick 

a husband who subsequently turns out to be a great scientist. 

Mme ~Curie married Pierre Curie; her daughter Irene Curie 

married Frederic Joliot. I am told Mme Curie was not par-

ticularly impressed by her daugher's choice. She used to 

introduce him as "The young man who married my daughter" 

What the young man who married her daughter did to physics 
? and to the world has been related in the prec. 

chapter. The invasion of France interrrupted Joliot's work 

on atomic energy. Fermi and I were working at that time along 



similar lines. In June 1939 Joliot was ahead of us in Augusg 

1939 we were ahead of him. But if hms work had not been 

interrupted b1la he might have beaten us " II 

I am told that during the resistance movement he has joined the 

Comm. party of France which was the best organised and by far 

the strongest group within the resistance movement. I am 

also told that he is by no means a communist in the sense 

in which the word is understood in America. I do not see 

how he could be.--But I am not particularly interested in 

the political views of my colleagues nor do I see why any 
? 

one else should be.-- Of all physicists living his contri-

bution were in my opinion by far the most -- original and 

significant. ------- M Fermi is a genuine scientist 

There is no greater praise I could bestow on any one. 

Because he hs that his interst in science is not limited 

to physics. It could not be. Repeatedly he mai said that 

one of these days he might turn to biology perhaps. N~ it 

eems doubtful that he will in fact do so. Fermi insert 

represents what is best in the scientistsfic s tradition 

of Europe. How he picked it up I do nto know. 

Insert His most outstanding work in my opinion was 

his theory of the (~ disintegration which incidentally 

"Nature" declined to print. But that is not for what he was 

awarded the Nobel Prize. 



The struggles of our times do not affect him very much and 

he is no fighter. S om people hold this against him, they 

have no right to do so in my opinion. 

During the war Fermi did whatever was expected of him. He 

gave the best advice he could and never lost his sense of 

~~~~~ proportions. He like all of us wanted us to win the 

war. But somewhere deep in his heart he knew, that it did 

not really matter whether we win or lose and that a 

thousand years of now ? a hundred years from ~w~ 

now people will not find it easy to understand what it was 

we all got so exited about.-- During the war in the Uranium 
? 

proje ct we had often to fight against foolish decision 

which were about to be taken and which might have lost us 

the war--or at least so many of [us] thought. Often we 

got mad. Fermi got mad too. "It makes me mad t~--he said 

on one occasion--if only on the ground of 

considerations" Fermi is a scientist pure and simple. This 

position is unassailable because it is all of one peace(sic) 

It will surprise him if he ever£ reads this to hear me say 

that I agree with him and he will probably find it difficult 

to believe it. I doubt that he ~~x ever understood that some 

people kax~ live in two w~~ks worlds like I do. A world, 

and science is a part of this one in which we have to predict 

what is going to happen, and another world in which we try 

to forget these predictions in order to be able to fight 

for what we would want to heppen. But then how many peop~ 

are able to understand the coexistence of these two separate 

worlds? I certainly would not understand it were it not 

1 



for certain accidents of my education.--

Fermi and I had disagreed from the very start of our collaboration 

about every issue that involved not science but principles 

of action in the face of the approaching war. If the Nation 

owes us a gratN~Nxitude--and it may not--it does so for having 

stuck it out together as long as it was necessary. In our 

Our first disagreement was about suppressing the publication 

of our discovery of the neutron emission in Uranium.--

To Fermi this thought was abhorrent. He held and rightly 

so that the publication of discoveries is a basic ------

tenet of scientific morality. A decision d to be made 

quickly. Fermi and a mutual friend of ours~ talked it over 

one afternoon in Washington; Fermi was outvoted. When I 

got back to N.Y. I found that Fermi had already taken all 

the necessary steps to have the publication of our papers 

delayed and that he had pleased the case for the suppression 

of this publication very effectively. It was an example of 

fairmess which made a great impression on me and which was 

fairly typical of the attitude he's often taken on subsequent 

occasions. I do not wi$ h to overstress this point; there 

is a limit to any man's fairness and in the tur~oil of the 

Uranium project there were great provocations some 
? 

of these were s~ great for Fermi but this is only my opinion. 

I am certain Fermi would take the opposite view/one. 

and where there is a controversy at of this sort one man's 

opinion is as good as another's. On matters scientific or 

technical there was rarely any disagreement between Fermi 



T 
and myself or the rest of us whose opinions counted in those 

early days. Nor was there much difference in our attitude 

towards those who "directed" our x work from Washington. 

"This one is wrong as wrong can be" said Fermi on one 

occasion. Mostly we spoke of them and "they." "If we 

brought the bomb to them all ready made mn a silver platter 

there would still be a 50:50 chance that they would mess 

it up" he said on another.-- All this was before the Army 

took over. He has a very good way of making aPOint without 

using many words. "A General is a man who takes chances--

he said--mostly he takes a 50:50 chance; if he happens to 

win times inm suscession he is considered a great 

general. I forget whom or what he had in mind on this 

particular occasion. But ~ermi thought we took too great 

chances in the Project; on this we thoroughly disagreed. 
by 

Even as the middle of 1942 Fermi thought that our work had 

no bearing on the war and that those who thought otherwise 

were "sadly mistaken".--Whether he did not wish that there 

should be a "bomb" or whether he did not make sufficient 

allowances for possibilities wi~N which had not yet become 

manifest I do not know, though as a rule whenever we disagreed 

the source of the disagreement had a source which lay outside 

of the intellectual sphere. 

Of all the manp occasions which I had to observe Fermi I 

liked him best on the rather rare occasions when he got mad 
I 

(except of course when he got mad at me) A young physicis 

came on visit to NY and asked Fermi's help to use the~~ 



library 
XK~~~~X~~~ at Columbia--Fermi talked to the librarian 

but she said the case had to decided by the Central Library. 

Fermi called the Central Library and they made difficultixes. 

"If we admit every one they said our libraries will be over-

crowaed." It was summertime there may have been 2 or 
? 

students loitering about in the Physics library. Fermi 

got mad he got mad for the right reasons, in the right 

degree and in the ri~t right manner. Very vividly I remember 

that scene. Whatever grudges I might still have against 

Fermi I am willing [to] forgive them for the sake of this 

one heartwarming memory. 

Insert 

In our "fights" with each !lll:~f!f other I was at a disadvantage 

in several respects not the le~st because I understood him 

and he understood me not.--

E. P. Wigner has no Nobel prize and he will tell you that 

he does not deserve one. Perhaps he is right about this but 

there are physicists~hich (with?) such universal and pro-

found knowledge of physics, few who over a period of over 

25 years remain in the forefront of Physics. He is of all 

physicists I know the one he [who] is most universally 

respected. (I mean respected by the ri~tght kind of people). 

This is due as much to the results of his work ast to his 

character, but then work and character are inseparably 

connected. In the case of all these men Wigner was the 

conscience of the Project from its early beginning t~ its very 



end. His goeadt courtesy is proverbial and there are many 

stories circulating about him with his politeness as the central 

theme. While he lived in Madison his car broke down and XN 

he had it repaired in a garage. After he called for it and 

• 
drove away he noticed that his tools were missing and he 

drove back to ask for them. There was an argument, not 

recorded in detail by history, after which Wigner, still 

without his tools, got ready to start his car saying "Go 

to hell please".--Sometimes he is misunderstood for if he 

says to a young physicist who explains to him his experiments 

or theories "this is very interesting" he might m~NaxtN~x 

mean the same as I do if I say "this sounds like God Damn 

nonsense to me~ Most people like his court~ous manner 

though and I have met only few who resented it saying that 

he is so polite because he is afraid what would happen "if 

you guessed what he really thinks about your paper".--Wigner 

as the story will show is a fighter and Smyth says "He is 

stubborn like a mule" A mule with Wigner's brain would 

have a right to be stubborn.--

I find it more difficult to write about Wigner than the 

others perhaps because he is one of my closest friends or 

at least he was that until his marriage for it is doubtful 

just to what extent close friendship and marriage are 

compatible. The pattern of loyalties shifts and gets 

more complicated by marriage; the Catholic church has 

always been aware of this. But perhaps there is also another 

reason for my difficulty. Wigner may be less "/x/1. 0 f e.... genic" 

than the others and it may have to [be] left to the "story" 



itself to show his picture. 

Rwwrite Wigner 

Wigner I met for the first time in 1921 in Berlin. He studied 

chem. Eng. at that time and was about to graduate. I 

majored in physics and merely dabbled in chemistry but 

through some freak we were thrown together in the same 

laboratory course. He was much more advanced of course 

than I was and whenever my analysis did not seem to come out 

alright I turned to him for advice. This set the pattern 

of our relationship and though he was much younger than I 

was I used to turn to him whenever it did not seem to come 

out"a] right" and very often it did not.--

Wigner has no Nobel Prize --------------------------------------------
H.C. Urey is a fighter and he shoots straight. He is a 

clear and a physicist in the best sense 

of the word. One would thiNN it impossible for anyone in 

his right senses not to like him. But Gen. Groves of the 

Manhattan District, Lyman J. Briggs, Director of the B. of 

Stand., Conant, Director of the N.D.R.C., Bush of the OSRD 

"they" did not like him or if "they" did "they" concealed 

their feelings exceedingly well. 
? 

Urey is very much of a sci~ntist who does not play politics 

and any xam small time politician can dance rings around him. 

He is a scientists who does not feel at home anywhere but 

in science and if he is kept away from science he withers 

away until he can get back into his lab. and like 

recover his strength again.--
... 



Urey wanted to win the war, he fought, but he was honest and 

disinterested and so he was at a disadvantage, and most of 

the fights he lost. His judgement 

No one's ever is. He may have taken up a position, and may 

have reversed himself two weeks later. In the world of 

science this is a virtue but no politician must reverse 

himself within such a short time. "They" did not like 

htis, clearly t Urey was not one of thetm. Whether Urey 

was right or wrong the second time, little it mattered. 

" can not work with a man who reversed himself all 

the time".--

The young men rallied to Urey but the "big shots" in science 

did not, they knew what was good for them.-- Urey was like 

a bull in the China-Shop and we live a in a China-Sho~ don't 

we? 

After the war Urey took an interest in politics. He was one 

of the most powerful adversary of the May Johnson Bill and 

in fighting this bill he was at his best. 

speakers. Lately he took up a position base~d on a profound 

distrust of Russia. In this I disagree with him. Not because 

I have any good reason to believe that his distrust of Russia 

is mistakeocn, for all I know he might be right, but because 

constructive political action such as the world needs at 

presentoc can not N be based on such mistrust. "FahrHl.ssiges 

Mistrauen" '\A~.Ar~wl-ul ~If ts. ~ 



It seems to me that 

worst sin we might cornrnitxxxxt at this juncture of history---

Also when Urey talks about Russia s~m~t±m~x I sense sometimes 

some sort of inner conflict which expresses itself in an 

attitude toward this problem and then 

I suspect that somewhere deep in his heart Urey might have 

applause of those whom he has been fighting all his life. 
who can 

But/wN~Nxw~ look iN~t into the soul of another man and be 

sure that he is right. 

Fragments to Fermi 

1) I do not want to overstress this point; there may be a 

limit to any man's fairness and when the cost appears too 

high the memory gives way. There were several serious clashes 

in the project and I do not wish to imply that Fermi was not 

human.--

2) I may have some grudges against him and they might 

count for something in heaven or they might count for 

naught but I am inclined to think that "he will be forgiven 

for he 'got mad' often enough" 

Being a scientists does not mean that Fermi is not human. 

Those who roave seen him climb a hill or play a game of tennis 

have seen that he is ambitious. Those who seem to think he 

would be a greater man if he were less amb itious might be 

mistaken; if he had been less ambitious,he might never have 

done anything of note and might have never emerged from the 

obscurity in which the millions are born, live and die.--



Einstein is a great man and this manifests itself in any 

number of ways. He is a man as free from vanity as I have 

ever seen one. I heard him talk to an audience atxa of a 

thousand--in German where he is at his best.--and he talked 

tl to them as he would talk to a few friends gathered at the 

fireside. That does not mean that he is not shy, of course. 

Great achievement in the field of science require a certain 

kind of sensitivity and sensitivity leads to shyness. ~~is 

His great fame opened all doors to him at an early age. He 

came into contact with many people; many who sought his company 

or help or advice being as shy as he is. I doubt that he 
Insert here 

got much pleasure aN~ out of these contacts. If you meet 

him you are with his great modesty and his great 

simplicity of heart. This simplicity is perhaps the key to 

the understanding of his work.--In science the greatest 

thogghts are the simplest thoughts. He started out as an 

" " in the Swiss patent office. He earned 

there a living not dependent on giving birth to any scientific 

ideas great or small. When he left there one of his fellows 

said he was sorry to see him ~o: "We shall miss your laughter" 

he said.-- "Why don't you take a job in the Patent office 

Einstein told me when I just graduated . That would be 

best for you; it is not a good thing for a seientist to be 

dependent on laying golden eggs. When I workd in the 

Patent office, that was my best time of all.--If a 



? 
like Einstein felt the chill of the worst compulsion to produce 

"results" we may well ponder whether our organized efforts 

to advance science take sufficiently into accounts the 

needs of the human soul.--

Insert earlier 

Einstein may not feel at ease in your company ~ but you will 

feel at ease w:i in his for he is one of those "who expect 

little and wwo demand nothing at all" 

~ Einstein has always taken an interst in the affairs of the 

world, a remote sort of interest, ready to withdraw at an 

instants notice into the non secular world of science. 
? 
' "One fifth of my heart I am ready to spend on the world" 

he said to me once, "but 4/5 of it I retain. I could of course 

spend all my time buttonholing people and talk to them about 

the inevitable downfall of the capitalist system--if you please--

or make speeches on the streetcorner." "Maybe they would put 
( 

me in } ail but what good would I do?" "No--he said--not everyone 

is as fortunate as Christ. To sacrifice yourself and do 

some good that takes luck."-- If you are willing to use 
? 

the wor~ religious attitude 

in the broad sense of the term then Einstein is a religious 

man. To me he is a religious man in the deepest sense of 

the word. "As long as you pray to God and ask him for 

something you are not a religious man" he said to me and I 

share his view.--

Insert 

There is one episode that comes to my mind. It was in Berlin 

I 



i:mxi:m 
? 'i, 

in our Christmas;( gathering of scientists, the weekly meeting 

of the Club.-- A young member of the staff has 

just finished his report on certain experiments presenting 

data that were in conflict with one of Einstein's tentative 
? 

theories.-- -Mr. Einstein--said Nemst "do you think these 

data are correct"" "I think so Einstein said "the experiments 

seem to have been made under carefully controlled conditions." 

"But Mr. Einstein ____ insisted getting quite excited 
? 

they do not at all with the theory you told me 
Einstein asked 

about two weeks ago" "Do you really think/God cares what 

I told you two weeks ago?" 

Who should have known better what it takes to make science 

go forward than Einstein. So when after the first war the 

German National Science Foundation made a drive for fund t~~ 

they arranged for a reporter to interview him. What are the 

most important in 

your field of work, Mr. Einstein--the r~porter asked 

"Oh, said Einstein, some paper and a pencil " But this was 

not what the reporter wanted to hear. " Mr. 

Einstein, there must be something else that is important," 
? 

he asked. Einstein thought for a while "Yes he said somehhing 

else very important--the waste paper basket." Whether the 

reporter g2as~ grasped the depth of Einstein's remark histoy 

does not record; more likely than not he gave up Einstein 

as "hopeless".-- Science Foundations thrive on funds not 

on wisdom, it is impossible to spend wisdom , and even to 

spend funds with wisdom is sometimes too difficult.--



.. 15 

Einstein 

When the time came to go to the President; to point to M uranium 

and to say "look here this is no joke, this is serious" 

I went to Einstein. He was the only man I knew who would 

not hesitate to act for fear he might make a fool of himself. 

Insert 

You feel at eas~with Einstein because he is secure in 

himself. "I do not understand this man 

Einstein said to me once soon after He was 

such a during the war." "I do not 

understand it either, I said, he is really a great mathematician. 
"You know," 

er hat es doch nicht nBtig gehabt"/said Einstein "NBtig, hat's 

keinei''.' rAfter all he didn't need to. II "You know' said Einstein' 

"Nobody needs tdl."] 
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